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Abstract
Finding the item associations and corresponding rules are the main purposes
of association mining algorithms. The resulting rules of positive associations can
easily be applied for organizing supermarket shelves. However negative associations are rarely used in application domains due to the lack of universally accepted methods for finding concrete negative associations. Clustering is a proven
method in data analysis to group similar objects while separating dissimilar ones.
The idea of using both positive and negative item associations in a constrained
clustering framework is proposed and implemented in this paper. The products of
an apparel retailing firm are clustered based on their weekly sales figures in addition to the constraints originating from pairwise positive and negative product
associations. A minimum cluster size constraint is also introduced for ensuring the practicality of the clustering results in terms of generating multi-product
groups to run markdown optimization algorithms on such product groups in the
later stages of our overall revenue management research project in which forecasting of product sales can be conducted within each cluster in a multivariate
way.
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Introduction
Markdown optimization is an essential tool for increasing the revenue of an apparel
retailer (MR01). Single item or two-item markdown optimizations are common in application (BGc09). There are computationally challenging issues besides determining the
related group of products in a multi-product markdown optimization problem. It is thus
essential to form right product clusters to apply a successful multi-product markdown optimization. When the clusters are formed one of the objectives should be to generate a
grouping that products within each group will not adversely affect each other in terms of
markdown decisions. Product hierarchy can naturally be used in determining such multiproduct groups. For example, products belong to a category can form such a group. Since
the product hierarchy is known a priori, this type of grouping does not yield any new information in terms of product associations. Using only the product hierarchy is rather limiting
possible combinations to create multi-product groups.
Finding item associations is the main task of well-known association mining algorithms. Association mining is a data mining process in which the goal is to find rules in the
form of X ⇒ Y , where X and Y are two non-overlapping sets of items or events, depending on the domain. The significance of the rule comes from the fact that it is satisfied by
at least a percentage of cases specified beforehand (minimum support) and the confidence of the rule is above a certain threshold (minimum confidence). Conventional
association mining considers “positive” relations as in the rule X ⇒ Y . Such rules can easily be applied in designing supermarket shelves. Negative associations, on the other hand,
such as X ⇒ ¬Y , where ¬Y represents the negation (absence) of Y , might also be discovered through association mining. The negative associations are rarely used in application
domains due to the lack of universally accepted methods for finding them.
The pioneering work of Agrawal et al. (AIS93) opened a flood of research in association mining. Since its publication, many algorithms are developed to conduct association
mining. Association mining has contributed to many developments in related application
areas such as product recommendation (Dem04). Recent developments have positioned
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association mining as one of the most popular tools in retail analytics as well (BSVW99).
Traditionally, association mining generates positive association rules that reveal complementary effects. In other words, the rules suggest that purchasing some item(s) can generate
the sales of (an)other item(s). Association mining can also be used to find so-called “Halo
effects”, where reducing the price of an item can increase the sales of (an)other item(s). Although positive associations are an integral part of the retail analytics (BSVW99), negative
associations are rarely seen in application. However, they might be very useful to identify the substitution effects in a retail environment to understand “cannibalization” effects
where reducing the price of an item adversely decreases the profitability of another item.
By substitution we mean that a product is preferred and is purchased instead of another
one. There are four main reasons that a substitution might occur between two products:
Product Taxonomy, stock-out, price, product life cycle.
Clustering is a discovery process that groups a set of data points such that the intracluster similarity measure is maximized and the intercluster similarity measure is minimized (HKKM97). The discovered clusters are used to explain the characteristics of the
data distribution in general. Unsupervised learning nature of clustering may result in certain unwanted properties in the resulting clusters. To avoid such situations, constraints can
be introduced to the discovery process in order to form better clusters (BBD00; WC00;
WCRS01). Constrained clustering is discussed and successfully applied on several different problems in the edited book (BDW08) by several authors including (LLJB08; DBB08;
LL08; PRB08). Two types of constraints are common in (BDW08) namely must-link and
cannot-link. These pairwise constraints determine whether the paired objects should be
placed into the same or into the different clusters respectively.
The primary purpose of this paper is to develop a methodology to form product groups
that the products within each group do not adversely cannibalize each other when the markdown optimization algorithm is applied. For this purpose, complementary products can be
placed into the same cluster while the substitute products can be placed into the different
clusters. In order to implement this idea, both positive and negative association mining
can be used first to find complementary and substitute products respectively. Positive and
negative item associations then can be considered as must-link and cannot-link constraint
under the constrained clustering framework. Therefore a constrained clustering approach
can easily be implemented to group the products of an apparel retailing firm. Hence there
are two types of datasets involved. The first one is a transaction dataset from which the
item associations can be derived. The second one is used for the clustering purposes in
which the item (product) properties are contained e.g. weekly sales figures throughout the
season.
The remaining of the paper is organized as following. In Section 2, we present an
overview of the basic concepts in related studies through a concise review of relevant literature. In Section 3, we motivate and define our methodology with an illustrative example.
We apply the methodology on a real dataset from an apparel firm and demonstrate its applicability in Section 4. Finally, we summarize our work and discuss future directions in
Section 5. Throughout the paper the terms “item” and “product” are used interchangeably.
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Related Work
Association rules are used in (HKKM97) to cluster related items as in the form of additional information. In (HKKM97), the frequent item-sets are used to construct a weighted
hypergraph, and then a hypergraph partitioning algorithm is used to find the clusters. In
(HKKM97), it is shown that clustering using association rule hypergraphs holds great
promise in several application domains. The clustering method in (HKKM97) uses some
similarity criteria related to the confidence of the association rules derived from frequent
item-sets. Once items are clustered properly, then transactions can also be assigned to
particular transaction clusters based on the similarity to item clusters by implementing a
scoring scheme (HKKM97).
Conventional association mining mainly focus on positive associations and there exist
many applications on this problem. As discussed above Apriori algorithm (AIS93) is the
most common algorithm in this field. Therefore we skip the detailed information on how
to find the positive association but we focus on negative ones. In (TKK01) authors propose
a method of finding negative association via indirect associations. Figure 1 depicts such
an indirect association {BC} via item A. In Figure 1 itemsets {AB} and {AC} are both
frequent. However, the itemset {BC} is not listed as a frequent itemset in the association
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mining results. The itemset {BC} is said to have an indirect association via item A and
thus it is considered as a candidate negative association. Item A in this case is called as
a mediator for the itemset {BC}. Indirect association mining also uses an interestingness
measure -dependency in this case- as a threshold. Indirect mining selects as candidates the
frequent itemsets that have strong dependency with their mediator.
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The Methodology
The original k-means clustering problem can be posed as an optimization problem
in the following way. Given a dataset X = {xi }ni=1 of n points in Rd and a number k of
desired clusters, the problem is to find cluster centers C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck in Rd such that the
sum of the 2-norm distance squared between each point xi and its nearest cluster center Ch
is minimized (DBB08). Specifically:


n
1
kxi − Ch k .
(1)
min ∑ min
C1 ,...,Ck i=1 h=1,...,k 2
By (BMS97, Lemma 2.1), (1) is equivalent to the following problem where the min operation in the summation is removed by introducing “assignment” variables Yi,h , i = 1, . . . , n, h =
1, . . . , k. Note that Yi,h = 1 if data point xi is closest to center Ch and zero otherwise.
n

k



∑ ∑ Yi,h ·

minimize
C ,Y

i=1 h=1


1
kxi − Ch k
2
(2)

k

∑ Yi,h = 1, i = 1, . . . , n,

s.t.

h=1

Yi,h ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n, h = 1, . . . , k.
There exist efficient network algorithms to solve the problem defined in Equation
2 (DBB08). Must-link and cannot-link constraints as well as the minimum cluster size
constraints can be introduced to the clustering problem defined in Equation 2 as hard constraints without any difficulty as in the following problem formulation.
n

k



∑ ∑ Yi,h ·

minimize
C ,Y

i=1 h=1


1
kxi − Ch k
2

k

∑ Yi,h = 1, i = 1, . . . , n,
h=1
n

s.t.

(3)

∑ Yi,h ≥ τh , h = 1, . . . , k

i=1

Yi,h = Y j,h i, j ∈ {c= (i, j)} h = 1, . . . , k
Yi,h +Y j,h ≤ 1 i, j ∈ {c6= (i, j)} h = 1, . . . , k
Yi,h ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n, h = 1, . . . , k.
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where the set {c= (i, j)} i, j = 1, . . . , n represents the must-link constraints and the set
{c6= (i, j)} i, j = 1, . . . , n represents cannot-link constraints. However, if must-link and
cannot-link constraints are introduced as hard constraints as in the problem in Equation
3, it is very likely that the underlying clustering problem will have no feasible solution
at all for the large problems depending on parameter selection. This is not a desired outcome from a clustering algorithm. The algorithm should be able to produce cluster centers
with as few constraint violations as possible. As in (LLJB08; LL08; PRB08), Lagrangian
relaxation of the optimization problem defined in Equation 3 can be formulated as follows.
n

k

∑ ∑ Yi,h ·

minimize

i=1 h=1

C ,Y




1
λ+
kxi − Ch k +
2
2 i, j∈{c

+λ−

1

∑

= (i, j)}|(Yi,h 6=Y j,h ),h=1,...,k

∑

1

i, j∈{c6= (i, j)}|(Yi,h +Y j,h ==2),h=1,...,k
k

∑ Yi,h = 1, i = 1, . . . , n,
s.t.

(4)

h=1
n

∑ Yi,h ≥ τh , h = 1, . . . , k

i=1
Yi,h

≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n, h = 1, . . . , k.

where λ+ and λ− are penalty parameters for the respective constraint violations in Lagrangian relaxation. The constraint violations are represented as a logical value where
Yi,h 6= Y j,h case is a violation of a must link and Yi,h + Y j,h == 2 case is a violation of
cannot-link constraint considering the decision variable, Yi,h , is a 0/1 variable. Notice that
the parameter τh , h = 1, . . . , k is used for the minimum cluster size constraint. In other
words, the cluster h is required to have at least τh points in it. This constraint is introduced
to ensure adequate number of points to fall in each cluster to form multi-product groups.
Thus with this constraint, undesired empty clusters, single item clusters and clusters with
very few points in conventional k-means clustering are avoided at the end of the clustering
process.
The methodology proposed in this paper can be summarized in the following steps.
Notice that the transaction dataset D is used for the association mining step and the constrained clustering is run on a different set of data, X , in which the product properties can
be represented.
1. Determine Must-link Constraints. Apriori algorithm is run on transaction dataset
D to generate two-frequent itemsets with a minimum support value of min sup and to
determine the set of must-link constraints i.e. {c= (i, j)} i, j = 1, . . . , n.
2. Determine Cannot-link Constraints. Indirect association mining algorithm is run
on D to generate itemsets that have pairwise negative association and to determine
the set of cannot-link constraints i.e. {c6= (i, j)} i, j = 1, . . . , n.
3. Run the Constrained Clustering. Do the following steps to generate product clusters
until the solution converges
t be a solution to the Equation 4 with C fixed.
A. Cluster Assignment. Let Yi,h
h,t
B. Cluster Update. Update Ch,t+1 as follows:
 n

t


 ∑ Yi,h xi
n

 i=1
t
if ∑ Yi,h
> 0,
n
Ch,t+1 =
(5)
t
i=1

Y
 ∑ i,h



 i=1
Ch,t
otherwise.

C. t ← t + 1
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Table 1.

Pairwise Constraints for the Sample Data

Must-link Constraints
(Brown Bat, Silver Hair Bat)
(Brown Bat, Pigmy Bat)
(Brown Bat, House Bat)
(Fur Seal, Grey Seal)

Cannot-link Constraints
(Wolf, Bear)
(Wolf, Badger)
(Bear, Badger)

3.1

An Illustrative Example
A sample dataset that contains the numbers of different kinds of teeth for a variety
of mammals from SAS Support web site1 (available also at an alternative url2 ) is used in
this section to illustrate our approach at a small scale. This particular dataset is chosen
to depict clear examples of pairwise relationships. Thirty two mammals (e.g. Brown Bat,
Rabbit, Raccoon and Elephant Seal) have their eight different teeth type characteristics in
this particular dataset. Some of these mammals come from the same familia thus mustlink constraints can be constructed accordingly. Obviously, some of them belong to the
different familia where cannot-link constraints can easily be constructed as well. The full
hierarchical clustering of the sample data can also be found at the data web site which is
found by SAS clustering procedures.
Must-link and cannot-link constraints introduced for this sample problem is listed in
Table 1. These constraint are selected arbitrarily for the illustration purposes. Notice that
the four different types of bat must be placed into the same cluster. This shows that the
pairwise constraints are expressive enough to represent more complex relations. For the
illustration purpose, a chain of three pairwise negative constraints are introduced in our implementation as specified in Table 1. These constraints simply indicate that the three mammals, namely wolf, bear, and badger, should be placed into the different clusters. Therefore
at least three clusters are needed (3-means) for a feasible solution with the hard constraints
as defined in Equation 3. If the Lagrangian relaxation is used instead, the algorithm will
be able to find a solution by letting the violation of at least one constraint. In Figure 2, the
comparison of the regular k-means and the constrained k-means clustering with Lagrangian
relaxation are compared in terms of their objective values while the number of clusters, k,
is varied. The minimum cluster size is set to four for all of these clusters. Thus the number
of clusters vary between two and eight in Figure 2. The parameters λ+ and λ− for the
Lagrangian relaxation are set to 100.
For the two-cluster case Lagrangian relaxation is able to cluster objects with single
constraint violation. It can be observed from Figure 2 that the regular clustering algorithm
gets stuck at local solutions when the number of clusters are five and eight. The algorithm
finds solutions that have higher objective values than the constrained clustering. Local
solutions are common for the k-means algorithm. That’s why, introducing appropriate constraints regarding the cluster formation can definitely improve the resulting cluster quality.
The implementation of our methodology is done by using IBM ILOG OPL Studio.
The model and data files of the sample problem are available at the first author’s web site3 .
For those who are interested in this application, IBM ILOG OPL Studio can be downloaded
for free of charge for the academicians at IBM Academic Initiative web site4 .
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Experimenting with Retail Dataset
In this section the applicability of the methodology is demonstrated on real-life data,
specifically the retail sales data originating from an apparel chain. Store level data coming
from the largest apparel retailer in Turkey have been used in this work. In our study, the
complete sales, stock and transshipment data that belong to a single merchandise group
(men’s clothes line) collected from all of the stores (over 200 of them across the country)
during the summer season of year 2007 were available.

1 http://support.sas.com/documentation/cdl/en/statug/63033/HTML/default/statug
2 http://tinyurl.com/y7pyrw2
3 www.sakarya.edu.tr/∼ademiriz/SakaryaWebSite/Const

Clus.zip

4 https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/university/academicinitiative/index.html
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A Typical Representation of the Product Hierarchy

A typical product hierarchy for an apparel retailer can be depicted as in Figure 3. The
products at the Stock Keeping Unit (SKU) level are the ones purchased by customers directly in this hierarchy. At that level each color and size combination that belongs a model
is assigned to a unique SKU. A category is composed of similar models e.g. long sleeve
shirts. A merchandise group can represent the whole product line for a gender and
age group e.g. women’s clothes line. A sub-merchandise group further divides this
large group. Notice that this particular product hierarchy is just a typical representation and
the product hierarchy may change from one firm to the another one.
Since the SKU level store data show high variability, the data aggregated at the model
level are used, which is the immediate parent of the SKU level. Positively and negatively
associated item pairs are determined by using transaction data, D . There are 2,753,260
transactions and 4,376,886 unique items sold in the transaction data with 716 products
(model). Therefore the sparsity of the data (Dem04) is approximately 99.74% which is
very high. Notice that the transaction data include the single-item transactions.
After conducting positive association mining with a minimum support count of 100 by
using SAS Enterprise Miner, 3930 two-itemsets are found to be frequent. We only use the
frequent two-itemsets in our study to represent the frequent pairs. Thus we do not directly
include the association rules in our analysis. The top-5 frequent pairs have support counts
of 22131, 17247, 17155, 14224, and 11968 respectively, within the 2,753,260 transactions.
The frequent pairs are used for finding the negatively related pairs via indirect association
mining which has yielded 5,386 negative itemsets including a mediator item. The resulting
negatively associated pairs forms a set of 2,433 unique pairs without a mediator. The
negative associations can be found by indirect associations (TKK01) which is essentially
composed of three-step SQL join operations implemented also in SAS.
After generating pairwise positive and negative associations, it can be observed that
the number of the constraints is considerably high considering the underlying optimization
is a mixed integer programming (MIP) model and logical variables are used to represent
Lagrangian relaxation by the solver. On the other hand, the original support count, 100,
may be considered as relatively small number. It might be reasonable to consider only
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Convergence of Lagrangian Relaxation of Constrained Clustering (k=10)

pairwise item associations that those have a support count of at least 400. In this case, there
are 600 positive associations (must-link constraints). There are 227 distinct items within
these 600 pairs. In a way, these items are prioritized based on their support counts. These
distinct items have 1073 negative pairwise associations (cannot-link constrainst) among
themselves. Therefore the size of the constraints can be reduced significantly with this
approach to 600 and 1073 for the must-link and cannot-link constraints respectively.
For the scope of this study, weekly sales figures during the summer season (spans more
than half of the year) are used as the characteristics of the products. Additional properties
(including the categorical ones) can be incorporated into the clustering process. However
data from thirty-four weeks period are used for the 716 products in the clustering phase.
Notice that the data matrix, X , has a dimension of 716 × 34. This is a relatively small
dataset considering the efficiency of the conventional k-means clustering algorithms. The
k-means algorithm is run on this data with constraints and without constraints separately.
The number of clusters, k, is set to 10, 20, and 30 during the experiments. The results
reported in Table 2 have the actual run times in minutes in addition to objective values
found by the optimization software. The experiments are run on a dual-processor quad-core
Xeon machine with 6GB memory on 64 Bit Windows Server 2008 operating system. The
parameters λ+ and λ− for the Lagrangian relaxation are set to 1,000,000. A representative
convergence result is depicted in Figure 4.
The results in Table 2 indicate that many number of constraints are violated and the
results are more likely local solutions (minima). Considering the value of the penalty terms
λ+ and λ− , we can conclude that approximately 425 must-link and cannot-link constraints
are violated in the experiment when k is set to 10. Similarly approximately 650 and 870 of
them are violated when the number of clusters, k, is set to 20 and 30 respectively. We observe from our unreported experiments that the cannot-link constraints are harder to satisfy.
Since the regular k-means clustering problem can be solved by the efficient network problem solver in CPLEX, it takes considerably less time to run it. However, the constrained
clustering problem is a MIP model and it takes significantly longer to solve it.
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Discussion and Conclusion
The work developed in this paper is a part of a larger revenue management research
project in which product sales are forecasted within each cluster in a multivariate sense.
Some experimental results from the constrained clustering application are reported in this
paper. Nevertheless, a novel methodology is proposed to generate multi-product groups to
run markdown optimization. The methodology is designed based on a MIP model.
An alternative method to form multi-product groups would be the usage of regular
k-means algorithm and then filtering the clustering results with the outcome of the positive
and negative association mining. By filtering we mean that only those products that satisfy
the must-link and cannot-link constraints remain in their prospective clusters otherwise
they are removed. However, this quick solution does not guarantee the assignment of each
product to a cluster. Many products will be left unassigned depending on the positive
and negative associations. The constrained clustering methodology proposed in this paper
satisfies as many constraints as possible and the resulting clusters are expected to be more
plausible.
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